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Figgure 1 - a possiible realization for sentence (1 ). Figure 2 – decomposition
d
of
o one specific eevent vignette that
t can realize Commerrce_buy and decomposes to thhe spatial arrang
gement in
Figure 1.

We ooutline onngoing worrk on WorrdsEye, a text-to-sceene generaation systeem. While
WorddsEye (Coyyne and Sp
proat, 200 1) currentlly recognizzes descripptions of simple spatial rrelations between
b
ob
bjects, we are aimin
ng to add support foor complex
x actions,
eventts and stattes-of-affaiirs. To thiss end we use
u frame-b
based reprresentations for both
asserrted and teerminologiical knowlledge. Thee resulting
g scenes ar
are static spatial
s
arrangeements of pre-existin
ng 3D moodels. For instance, the follow
wing senten
nce might
produuce the sceene in Figu
ure 1:
(1) Maryy bought an
n apple forr $1
i
a scen e, differentt sources of
o knowleddge are requ
uired: lexTo coonvert a deescription into
ical kknowledge, graphicall knowledgge, and worrld knowledge. We ddiscuss them
m in turn.
Firrst, lexical knowledg
ge links woords in theiir syntacticc context too semantic representationns. Such knowledge
k
is already described by frame semantics
s
((Fillmore, 1982) and
recorrded in FraameNet (Fiillmore et al, 2003 and
a Ruppen
nhofer, 20110), which
h we build
on. T
To analyzee sentencee (1), a seemantic parser wou
uld label bbuy with the
t Commercce_buy fraame and asssign the fr
frame elem
ments buyerr to Mary,, goods to an apple,
and m
money to for $1. In
n FrameNeet annotatio
ons, framee elements are filled with text
spanss. In contraast, we creeate a singgle semantiic represen
ntation for the whole sentence:
we fiill frame elements reecursively w
with furtheer frame in
nstances. E
Each frame instance
is asssociated with its typee (the fram
me). Framee instances,, shown ass i1 … i6 in
n Figure 1,
are thhe entities or events mentioned
m
in the desccription.
Seecond, we need graphical know
wledge abo
out the arrangementss of 3D mo
odels in a
scenee. FrameNeet frames describe
d
fuunctional reelations bettween fram
me elementts, without
charaacterizing the
t nature of the rel ation in deetail. As we
w are interrested in generating
g
staticc 3D scenes, we require knowleedge about the spatiall relations between actual entities nneeded for visualizatiion. For thhis purposee, we exten
nd FrameN
Net frames by
b adding
speciific visuallly-oriented
d informatiion. We call
c these extended fframes vig
gnettes. In
orderr to represeent scenes,, vignettes a) optionaally introdu
uce new fraame elemeents repre1
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senting additional entities required to convey the manApple()
ner in which an action is carried out; b) limit certain
ISA(Fruit)
frame elements to certain classes of fillers, such as
Size(fig:self, size:small)
small round objects; and c) specify concrete 3D modShape(fig:self, shape:round)
els (most entity frames) or a set of sub-frames
Figure 3 - a basic vignette for apples.
representing graphical relations between entities participating in the frame (event frames). Figure 2 shows the decomposition of one of
several possible vignettes extending Commerce_buy. On is a primitive graphical
frame that can be interpreted directly by low-level spatial inference. At_counter describes a common template for scenes in which two parties interact over a counter.
Vignettes are connected to their lexical super-frame via inheritance and selected by
selectional restrictions on the frame elements.
Finally, we need to represent factual knowledge about objects as well as selectional
restrictions. We use FrameNet's inheritance frame-to-frame relation to build an ontology of concepts. To assert selectional restrictions and properties of objects, all frames
carry a self frame element, relating to the frame instance itself, which allows us to define properties of a Frame or Vignette. Figure 3 shows a simple definition for Apple
that works with the above definition for Commerce_counter.
Our semantic resource, called VigNet (Coyne et al, 2011), currently contains all of
FrameNet and about 3000 3D models, with information about their properties (size,
color, shape, texture). VigNet also contains a number of handcrafted abstract vignettes
(similar to At_counter above) for situations and events, as well as rooms. New
vignettes are being added using Amazon Mechanical Turk and the WordsEye system
itself.
To create a scene from an input sentence two inference levels are required: Resolving high-level frame semantics into vignettes and interpreting primitive spatial relations (On, Near…) using spatial reasoning to create an actual 3D scene. Here we focus only on the first subtask. WordsEye already supports spatial inference and support
for more elaborate reasoning (in rooms and other environments) is currently being
added.
To convert a high-level FrameNet-style semantic parse into a vignette semantic description, we first analyze the sentence syntactically and create n-best FrameNet-style
semantic parses for each frame evoking word and its frame elements in isolation. As
other semantic parsers do not support n-best analyses, we developed our own semantic
parser. The parser maps a new input parse to frame annotations observed in the
FrameNet data using a probabilistic model of alignments between syntactic dependency structures. The set of annotation hypotheses thus derived is ranked using semantic
information. Initial results have shown that the gold frame structure is recovered within the best-10 results most of the time (~80%) and we are currently optimizing the
ranking model. We can construct a forest of possible analyses for the entire sentence
from the n-best annotations for each sentence. From this forest we need to select a single tree that can be rendered into a scene.
Not only does the system need to select appropriate lexical frames for each frameevoking element in the sentence, it also needs to find suitable vignette extensions for
these frames. The difficulty is that all selected vignettes need to be mutually consistent. As frame descriptions do not involve quantification and negation, we only need
to check if the selectional restrictions are met. On the other hand, finding a set of consistent vignettes for a sentence is hard. In a first implementation, we will search the
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entire space of possible assignments for all lexical frames proposed by the parser, but
several heuristics can be employed. For instance, we can first assign the most specific
vignette to the main frames in a sentence, i.e. the vignette that has the most constraints
on its frame elements. This limits the choice for other vignettes. We also expect this
strategy to produce more interesting visualizations. In future work we are planning to
make factual and graphical knowledge provided by VigNet available to the semantic
parser, integrating linguistic semantic analysis and inference more tightly.
Our work stands in a tradition of semantic analysis using decomposition into primitives, for instance Conceptual Dependency theory (Schank and Abelson, 1977), the
Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1991), Event Logic (Siskind, 1994), and VerbNet’s
(Kipper Schuler, 2005) definitions of verb class semantics. Other related work deals
with grounding of semantic representations in graphical relations (Simmons, 1975,
Kahn, 1979, Ma and McKevitt, 2003), ontologies (Nirenburg and Raskin, 2004,
Scheffczyk et al, 2006, Yu et al, 2007), or perceptual and motoric embodiment (Bergen and Chang, 2005).
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